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1. Introduction:

years research community and commercial

Information systems are required to survive
in different environments in order to
continuously provide their services. They
must be adaptable to different dynamic
environments in order to provide reliable
services. We have studied the systems that
survive in nature in order to understand
how to provide survivability to IT systems.
One example of a natural system that
survives in different dynamic environments
is human immune system [4]. At the lowest
level the human body consists of cells.
These cells form tissues. The tissues
combine to form organs and organs are
combined to form complete systems, like
immune,

digestive,
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and

reproductive

system [3]. Cells in the immune system are
produced by special areas in the body, like
the thymus and the bone marrow [3]. There
are different damaging agents (i.e. viruses,
bacteria) that can destroy the body. But the
immune system is able to identify, locate
and remove these damaging agents what
allows the body to survive and maintain
itself for many years [3]. The immune
system enables humans to survive in
different environments. Over the past few

product vendors came up with many
solutions

to

protect

network

from

intrusions: antivirus, firewall, spyware and
authentication mechanism. These solutions
still face the challenges of inherent system
flaws, OS bugs, and social engineering
attacks. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
fail to provide adequate protection due to
the fact that they cannot detect and
respond to all intrusions in real-time,
because

most

of

them

require

customization and human reaction by
system administrators. It is very difficult for
a system administrator to analyze large logs
generated by network traffic, identify the
attack, and respond in real-time. Traditional
IDSs open a window of opportunity for
attacker, because of the delay in attack
identification and response by system
administrators. The major drawback in all
available solutions is their methodology of
protection.

First,

the

methodology

is

reactive: reaction starts when there is
already an intrusion in progress. Second,
there is no learning mechanism at a
network level to study and learn about
intrusions and provide protection against
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the same intrusion to the rest of the

response, and learning as similar as in

network. Third, there are no preventive

human immune system. We used mobile

measures taken against foreseeable threats

agents along with different sensors to

that can turn into intrusions based on

achieve

existing vulnerabilities in the system, which

comprehensive security system.

become the cause of zero-day attacks. A
number of researchers have applied the
immune

system

features

in

securing

information systems ([3], [4], [5]).The
following features of the immune system
are applied in information security systems:
learning to detect new viruses; detecting
viruses

locally;

identifying

viruses;

and

eliminating

viruses

classifying

autonomously; multiple layered protection
system; different cells being able to detect
different viruses and few ‘self’ cells being
able to detect multiple viruses; and
remembering discovered viruses. There is a
need to revisit existing methodologies with

the

of

our

eliminates vulnerabilities, which are usually
being exploited by intruders. Second, our
system provides access control mechanism
that blocks all illegal accesses based on
predefined security policy. However, it is
possible that attacks overcome the above
two preventive measures. Therefore, as the
third step, we have mechanism to detect
intrusion attempts in real-time based on
Intrusion Detection System (IDS). As the
forth step, an Intrusion Response System
(IRS) is activated in response to alerts
generated by the IDS in order to limit
intrusions and

the concept of immune system to achieve
comprehensive security for information
systems. In this paper we present the
system that functions in six stages to secure
information systems against intrusions. Our
system is based on the concepts of
deterrence,

results

As the first step our system detects and

an intension to improve them by applying

prevention,

desired

detection,
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spamming, and network games. At the
operating level monitoring is on system

2. Related Work

calls, on CPU usage, audit trails, and file
1.1 Misuse Intrusion Architecture: Prevent,

access. At the application level monitoring

Detect, Monitor and Recover Internal

is done on interactions of users with

Fraud

different applications like requests and

The

article

against

[1]

describes

misuse

intrusion

preventing,

detecting,

architecture
used

for

monitoring

and

recovering frauds that are caused by
employees. The architecture is based on a
holistic approach that considers different
types of factors, both technical and nontechnical. The architecture has managerial,
operational, technical and other controls.
The measures used for prevention of
employee frauds include perimeter defence
technology,

recruitment

screening,

segregation, training, and supervision [1].

responses, access patterns, user inputs, and
applicationdamages. The fifth step is use of
Post

Intrusion

Vulnerability

Analysis

mechanism, which detects the cause of
intrusion by identifying the vulnerability
that had been exploited by the attacker.
Once that specific vulnerability has been
identified, the system applies preventive
measures against the likely exploitation of
the same vulnerability. Finally, all hosts in
the network must be kept up-to-date with
respect to security technologies, security
configurations, and updates installed.

Measures for detecting frauds include

The following figure shows our approach

internal auditing, authorization and also

using the attack timeline based on the

technical measures including both network

immune

and host based intrusion detection systems.

Recovery measures include fraud evidence

The measures for monitoring are placed at

collection and interpretation measures,

the

and

which include evidence identification and

application levels [2]. At the network level

collection, analysis, storage, preservation,

measures include monitoring access to

transportation and presentations in courts

sensitive assets, monitoring downloads,

[2].

network,

operating

system,

system
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Adaptive

design principle states that signals canbe

Artificial Immune Systems applied to

externally or internally produced. The eight

Process Anomaly Detection

design principle states that receptors can be

In the doctoral thesis [3] artificial immune
systems are applied to solve security

specific, internal or external signals. Te last
principle states that agents can specialize in
specific tasks [3].

problems in software systems.
The biological immune properties were
applied in increasing the performance of

1.3 Architecture for Intrusion Detection
using Autonomous Agents (AAFID)

artificial immune systems (AIS). The thesis

AAFID [18], proposed at Purdue in 1998, is

presents nine design principles for the

an agent based hierarchal architecture for

second

IDS. It decomposes the traditional IDS into

generation’s

artificial

immune

systems. The first principle is that artificial

lightweight

immune

agents,

systems

are

represented

as

autonomous

which can

cooperating

easily reconfigure.

autonomous agents. The second principle

Autonomous agents used in AAFID project,

states problems when AIS are represented

using static and special purpose agent

as antigens or external (intrusion) signals.

platform,

The third principle states that the aim of the

reconfigure IDS components. The other

second generation AIS is to maintain

thing worth noticing is that AAFID is based

themselves and their environments. The

on a hierarchal architecture, which is

fourth principle defines the functions of

vulnerable, to direct attacks. If any of the

agents being to capture antigens, to

internal nodes is compromised, the whole

process, to present, to recognize, to

branch is disabled. Secondly, the transfer of

monitor process and produce signals [3].

large logs

The fifth design principle states that agents

overloads the network traffic.

are

used

across

have a life cycle. The sixth design principle
states that agents communicate with the
environment at multiple levels. The seventh
Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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1.4 Automated detection of vulnerabilities

Response

in

Management (SMS). (ii) Multi-layered – The

privileged

programs

by

execution

monitoring (ADVP)

vulnerability exploitations in privileged
programs by monitoring operational audit
Their

work

is

based

on

the

assumption that privilege programs are
more likely to exploit vulnerabilities. They
have

introduced

(IRS),

and

Security

immune system has multiple defence

ADVPP project [8] worked on detection of

trails.

System

the

Program

Policy

Specification Language based on a simple

layers, defence in depth. This is modeled by
having multiple protections at the boundary
of a system and inside the system and
redundancy protection for all sub-systems
[4] [15]. (iii) Diversity – with diversity,
vulnerabilities in one system are less likely
to be widespread [4] [15]. Diversity could
be provided by having agents doing a
variety of functions; autonomy – the

predicate logic and regular expressions.

immune system does not require outside
3.

Immune

System

Features

for

Information Security Systems

to have deterrence measures, prevention
measures, detection measures, response
measures, and recovery [19]. The immune
system has the following features [4] that
can be applied to information security
systems: (i) Distributed – The T-cells and Bcells can detect infections and viruses
without

doing

or

management.

It

autonomously classifies and eliminates

Every information system is recommended

locally

maintenance

any

global

coordination. In this work we model this
feature by having mobile agents act as cells
in Vulnerability Analysis System (VAS),
Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Intrusion

foreign cells and it repairs itself by replacing
damaged cells. This behavior is the core of
mobile agent technology, mobile agents act
autonomously

based

on

their

task

specifications and achieve the desired
goals.(iv) Adaptability – the immune system
is able to detect and to learn to detect new
foreign cells and retains the ability to
recognize previously detected foreign cells
through immune memory [4] [15]. This
feature is not new in computer systems,
though determining with 100% that a
certain program is malicious is a hard
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problem. We model this feature by enabling

by registering them in the database. There

mobile agents to learn to adapt to the new

are agents that monitor the system and

intrusions

the

when they find objects that are not having

conceptual architecture of the artificial

‘self’ identities are handled according to the

immune

Dynamically

system’s policy. We apply the negative

changing coverage – The immune system

algorithm and cloning algorithms [4] [15] to

has a limited amount of cells for detection

generate and train mobile agents for the

in any moment. There are about 1016

four

foreign cells in the environment where

system,

humans spend their lives and these foreign

intrusion response system, and the security

cells must be detect by the limited quantity

management

of detectors of the immune system [4] [15].

information library database, shown in

The

by

Figure 2, contains genes that have been

maintaining a random sample of its

predetermined based on the a priori

detectors that circulates throughout the

knowledge [16]. These genes are combined

body. This is modelled in our system by

to form different solutions like the way you

having one agent– based system that

combine Lego blocks to form some solution

detects multiple intrusions, abnormalities

[16]. The gene libraries provide information

and viruses, analyze multiple vulnerabilities,

for the MagicNET agent creator [17]. as

and perform multiple functions in the

shown in Figure 2. The MagicNET system

Vulnerability Analysis System, Intrusion

acts like a bone marrow in the human body

Detection

Response

in which the B-cells are created [15] [16].

Management

MagicNET combines genetic expressions

System.(vi) Identification – The immune

from the database of genetic expressions

systems marks all the cells that belong to

and artificial immune algorithms from the

the body as ‘self’ [4] [15]. We model this

database of artificial immune system

feature in our system by providing ‘self’

algorithms to generate agents. These

and

model

immune

System,

attacks

using

[15].(v)

system

System,
and

by

solves

Intrusion

Security

this

subsystems
intrusion

identities to all the objects of a system and
Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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a. Vulnerability Analysis System (VAS)

features for Vulnerability Analysis System

i.

Pre-Intrusion

Vulnerability

Analysis(VAS), Intrusion Detection System
(IDS), Intrusion Response System (IRS), and
Security Management System (SMS), as
shown in Figure 3. Agents are tested by
using a negative selection algorithm [4] [15]
to make sure that they detect only objects
that do not belong to the system. Those
agents that pass this test are allowed to
Figure # 2 Creation of Immune agents for IDP
System

perform different tasks in the system. The
agents that perform better according to
specified criteria in the policy are cloned

4. System Overview

and stored into memory. Future agents are
We have developed the complete system in
our so called MagicNET Environment.
MagicNET is comprehensive Mobile Agents
System that provides features like creation,
appraisal,

trust

evaluation,

privileges

created using the features in memory. In
this way the system learns how to adapt to
the

environments.

describes

the

The

next

implementation

section
of

system.

assignment, and secure adoption of mobile
agents and the secure runtime support for

ii. Post-Intrusion Vulnerability Analysis

mobile

iii. Vulnerabilities Record Management

proposed

agents’

execution

network

[17].

security

The

system

comprises four subsystems. Figure 3 shows
the layered architecture of the system. The

b. Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
i. Host based Intrusion Detection

four subsystems are equivalent to the
human immune system functional concept.
These subsystems are as follows:

ii. Distributed Intrusion Detection
c. Intrusion Response System (IRS)
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MMC

helps

security

administrator

ii. Distributed Intrusion Response
d. Security Management (SMS)
i. Vulnerability Rule Updater Moreover, the
following three components work with
these systems to provide comprehensive
network security system.
e. Mobile Agents (MAs)

Figure # 3 IDP System Layered

f. ID\IP Components
4.1 Vulnerability Analysis System (VAS)
g. MagicNET Management Console (MMC)
As the first step, VAS – Vulnerabilities
The presented solution is tightly coupled
with the number of mobile agents which
provide

flexibility,

scalability,

platform

independence and reliability to the system.
Moreover, mobile agents can execute

Record Management

provides security

administrator with up-to date and rich
information about vulnerabilities. This has
been achieved by using three vulnerabilities
databases:

asynchronously, autonomously and can
adapt dynamically at different stages of

NVD, OSVDB and Security Focus [9] [10],

attacks timeline and thus provide a robust

and generating IDP System’s own database

security mechanism. At the abstract level,

called Vulnerabilities DB. Vulnerabilities DB

these

is a rich database which contains relevant

mobile

agents

are

acting

as

middleware between ID/IP components and

information

the overall system’s core functionality.

vulnerabilities to date. VAS updates DB

MMC

to

daily, weekly, or monthly, depending on a

Security Administration Station, in short

local security policy. Second, Pre-Intrusion

SecAdmin, and to remote servers. At

Vulnerability Analysis provides capability to

provides

graphical

interface

Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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query remote servers regarding their profile

accomplished,

in terms of different software installed. It is

respond to intrusion. It can be easily

necessary to acquire host profile for

inferred that intruder will try to exploit the

effective Vulnerability Analysis. to execute

same vulnerability at a different system in

different tasks and observe activities and

the network. Post-Intrusion Vulnerability

results of mobile agent’s processing. At

Analysis provides capability to analyze the

remote servers, it provides mechanism to

particular vulnerability that was being

display information about different agents

exploited by intruder in the most recent

visiting and performing different actions.

attack. The main purpose of this analysis is

Mobile Agents interact with number of

to identify the exploited vulnerability at a

ID/IP Components on remote host to

particular host and then apply preventive

accomplish their tasks. These components

measure to the rest of the network against

are in fact static agents that perform certain

specific

predefined tasks. In our implementation we

performed

have used five IDP components: SNORT,

Agent_Post_Intrusion_Vulnerability_Analyz

Osiris, Windows firewall, j Registry, System

er.

logs and Nessus [12][13]. We will not go
into the details of these components due to

after

vulnerability.
with

they

This
the

detect

and

activity

is

help

of

As soon as IRS finishes it’s task and reports
to the

space limitation.
Administrative Server (the Server from
Two agents perform this activity:

where agents were launched the first time),

VAS brings the remote host profile and

the Administrative Server automatically

queries

launches

Vulnerabilities

DB

for

vulnerabilities. If they exist, it stores

Agent_Post_Intrusion_Vulnerability_Analyz

vulnerabilities in the Vulnerabilities DB and

er in order to analyze the particular host

displays the result on the administrative

previously under attack by analyzing the

interface. Most of the IDS and Intrusion

system logs and logs generated by

Response Systems (IRS) consider their task
Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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Administrative

stores

reports as soon as some intrusion occurs, so

the

that appropriate response measures by SIRS

Exploited

can be applied. Host monitoring is being

Server

vulnerability

information

Vulnerabilities

DB

in

in

the
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Vulnerabilities table.

performed
SNORT

4.2 Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

by
logs.

continuously

analyzing

Agent_Host_Monitoring

initially is not present at remote hosts.
In an IDP system, a team of mobile agents is

Security administrator launches

dispatched in the network in response to a
suspicious

alarm.

They

analyze

the

Agent_Host_Monitoring agent. It along with

statistical data related to different intrusion

Agent_Leader reaches remote hosts and

attempts like DoS attack, DDoS, Doorknob-

stays there permanently. They continuously

Rattling Attack [11] etc, and then request

investigate log entries generated by SNORT,

for

OSIRIS and as soon. If they find any

reinforcement

from

the

Security

Administrator.

intrusion based on SNORT rules, they ask

First SIDS, analysis of logs and reporting is

for help from the administrative server.

performed on logs generated by system

Third, Distributed Intrusion Detection (DID)

events and sensors, like SNORT or Osiris on

subsystem works equivalent as Host–based

remote hosts. Analysis of logs notifies

Intrusion

Security Administrator about the intrusion.
Agent_IPS_Logs agent along with the
Agent_Leader agent analyzes these logs,

Detection, but it is activated by the
detection of suspicious activity below the
intrusion threshold, by ID components.

filter them, extract relevant and useful
information, and display results to the

Agent_Host_Monitoring provides the signal

Security Administrator.

for the activation of DID. DID creates
Suspicious Host List (SHL)

Second, Host–based Intrusion Detection
(HID) subsystem monitors the network

[12], specific to each type of attack, and

hosts for different types of intrusions and

then logs the addresses of each host
generating the same type of alert.

Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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In order to understand the described
scenario take an example of a DoorknobRattling Attack in which attacker tries few
common

password

and

username

combinations on many computers that
result in failed login attempts [11].
Figure # 4 Suspicious Host List (SHL)
These failed login attempts, as events are

Structure

logged
At this instance of time DID, launches

into

the

system

log.

Agent_Host_Monitoring

detects

these

events, marks them as suspicious, and

Agent_Distributed_Intrusion_Analyzer

reports to the administrator, where DID

(ADIA) along with Agent_Leader and

creates SHL, fills host IP field and marks
Agent_Distributed_Messenger to visit each
host in the SHL, analyze data from system
logs, and then correlate and aggregate

attack type as Doorknob-Rattling. DID then
launches
Agent_Distributed_Intrusion_Analyzer

them with system logs of other entries of

along

SHL to gather traces of the attack. If result is

Agent_Distributed_Messenger to visit each

positive,

host in the SHL, and analyze data from

then

Agent_Distributed_Messenger immediately

with

Agent_Leader

and

system logs for Doorknob-Rattling attack.

returns back to the Administration Server
and marks Proved field as true in the SHL

4.3 Intrusion Response System (IRS)

for hosts under the distributed intrusion

IRS is tightly coupled with the IDS and it is

attack, notified by a message to the

activated as soon as the IDS detect some

administrator. Before launching an ADIA,

intrusion at remote hosts for both cases i.e.

DID

Host–based

creates

a

static

Agent_SHL_Monitoring

that

agent

i.e.

Intrusion

and

Distributed

constantly

Intrusion. The purpose of the IRS is to

monitors SHL for any change in the Proved

prevent the intrusion in real time. It

fields of different entries.

launches

Agent_Intrusion_Response

Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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counter the attack by any mean, like

Agent_Leader.

blocking the address from where the attack

applies appropriate response to all hosts in

initiated, closing the port, shutting down

the SHL that have confirmed intrusion and

service or program, or shutting down of

reports back to the Administrator.

remote host which is under attack in order

Agent_Intrusion_Response

4.4 Security Management System (SMS)

to stop contamination in the network.
SMS also uses mobile agents to perform
Agent_Intrusion_Response

along

with

Agent_Leader is automatically launched
(event based) from the Administrative
Server to the host that reported an
intrusion.

Agent_Intrusion_Response

management tasks in the network. The
purpose of these tasks is to keep all hosts in
line with respect to number of security
services,

solutions,

or

security

configurations. SMS performs four tasks.

reaches the desired host, creates the
to

the

First, test connectivity of remote host,

response

is

second query remote host configurations,

implemented using decision tables. Decision

and third apply a number of security

table is a mechanism that associates each

management tasks to remote hosts and

attack with a specific response. It is the

exploited vulnerability and SNORT rule

basis for static mapping and does not

mapping. SMS performs\ these tasks with

consider any other factor, except the attack

the help of a number of MAs as follows:

type. Agent_Intrusion_Response is using

Test Connectivity: Security administrator

firewall to implement its responses against

tests the connectivity of remote hosts by

intrusions.

launching

response,

and

Administrator.

then
The

reports

Agent_Get_IP

Agent_Leader.
As soon as Agent_Distributed_Messenger
mark,

Proved

field

Agent_SHL_Monitoring launches

true

along

Agent_Get_IP

with
reaches

remote host if it is running and connected
to network, gets its IP, and reports to the
security administrator.

Agent_Intrusion_Response along with

Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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Agent_Vulnerability_Responder

in

the

network that updates the rest of remote

Agent_Configuration_Inquiry that moves to
the remote host, checks the configuration
of remote host, and returns results to
SecAdmin. Configuration of remote host

hosts with a SNORT rule that detect the
exploitation of that specific vulnerability
which was being exploited earlier. The
mapping between SNORT rules and

includes OS type, OS version, user logged

Vulnerabilities:

In

on, SNORT running status, number of

vulnerabilities

should

SNORT rules and Osiris database generation

patches and security administrator should

date.

help

update network in advance. On the

familiarize

contrarily, usually there is a time gap

security

between discovery of vulnerabilities and

services running on remote host and their

availability of their patches. This time gap

status. Configuration Management: it is

can become a window of opportunity for an

performed by

attacker. In order to cater this problem, as

These

security

configuration items

administrator

himself/herself

with

to
various

Agent_Configuration_Management (ACM).
ACM at remote host interacts with firewall
and SNORT sensors in order to implement
security management task. These security
management tasks are to enable/disable
firewall, enable/disable port, enable/disable
services, enable/disable programs running,
run

SNORT

and

add

SNORT

rule.

Agent_Post_Intrusion_Vulnerability_Analy

ideal
have

situations
available

soon as intrusion attempt has discovered
and responded to first time, a SNORT rule
will

be

created

for

that

specific

vulnerability,
Agent_Vulnerability_Responder will use it
later. Currently in the IDP system the
security administrator is performing this
task, but in our future research intelligent
MAs, based on network condition, would
build SNORT rules.

zer updates Vulnerabilities DB against
exploited vulnerability, then the SMS
launches
Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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5. Conclusion

catered them using multifaceted approach,

This paper has presented network security
system that applies features from the
immune system to secure systems. The
system has features that help information
security system learn to adapt to dynamic
environments. This system uses secure
mobile agents to protect systems and
networks.
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These

mobile

agents

are

similar to the human immune system.
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